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About This Game

WAR TRUCK SIMULATOR!
Welcome soldier! You are a representative of a special military group dealing with specific tasks in the enemy's territory! If

there is a lack of ammo, wounded soldiers, emergency situations, you have to be there! This special car is entrusted to you, in
which you perform your job! As I mentioned, you will mainly operate in the enemy's territory, difficult tasks await you! I hope

you are ready ... You must be! Prepare for difficult missions! Pedal to the metal!

Features:

- You have to drive through difficult terrain and at the same time not destroy your vehicle.
- Be ready for a conflict against your enemy on his area.

- You will have to choose a path that will decide the course of the mission!
- In front of you difficult tasks, and you have to face it!

- Diversified terrain, weather anomalies, it all affects the ride!

* Restocked version included additional content.
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Yeah. I can't make this stuff up. PooSky. Press the left mouse button and jump over poop. Obviously with glorious humor, a
looping soundtrack and laughter, you collect no \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 given points by jumping over rainbow poop.

Yeah. It has a small achievement pool. Thats why I got it. Its why you should. Easy game that requires about as much mental
power as the person who slapped this mess of pixels together and called it a game. Crap, in name and design. You won't get
much here but a 10 minute boost.. I really wish I could recommend this game. As you can probably tell from other reviewers, it
is a blatant Limbo rip-off, without any of the ambience, mystery, or atmosphere of Limbo. If this game had come out first, it
would have certainly had more of an impact. Not to say that it wasn't an enjoyable, short, somewhat challenging platformer. The
graphics are also quite nice, and if you are going to rip off a game visually, you of course could do much worse than ripping off
Limbo's visuals. The addition of color is nice, but it doesn't save the visuals from lacking the polish, weight, depth, and
subtleties that Limbo has. Animation is also much more stilted than Limbo's, and the hidden areas and switches are in some
cases too hidden and you only stumble upon them by just running into the edges of structures haphazardly searching where to go
next.

Also for those of you playing on Steam Link with an Xbox controller, I had a number of issues. Occasionally pressing the jump
button would trigger two successive jumps in a row which is killer on some of the more precise platforming sections. Also there
was no "use" button which made some of the puzzles impossible to complete with this controller, which is ridiculous. I had to go
complete the puzzles with my computer mouse in these circumstances. I'm not sure if this is an oversight on the developer's part
as I have had a number of issues on various games which say they properly support controllers via Steam Link...and then they
don't. I used a PS3 controller attached to my computer and it worked fine, there were no problem's with the "use" button. I
haven't attempted hooking up the Xbox controller to my computer though so I'm not sure if this was an issue with the Xbox
controller and Steam Link, or the Xbox controller in general for this game. Also this was tested on OSX. Maybe less issues on
Windows, I'm not sure.. This is a very cool game with great gameplay and graphics worth the money.... but under the condition
of having one crippling bug fixed.

There is a bug where the longer you play, the lower the fps gets. i assume it's some memory leak bug.... usually you will have a
solid 90 fps and in about 10 minutes, you will be down to 80 fps, in another 10 minutes 70 fps, and so on until you are down to
40 fps (it does not matter what's on screen).... restarting the game will bring up your fps back to 90.

until this issue is fixed, this game is unplayable.

here is a forum discussion on it: 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/578210\/discussions\/0\/1737715419897407664\/?tscn=1557344972. I killed a guy with a
fish once. Good game.. No campain whatsoever. Nobody is playing co-op, so dead game. No Multiplayer option (PvP). Only
thing you can do are stupid challenges and fast paced races. The concept was good for a fast paced game, but the gameplay is so
lacking that I cannot recommend this game even when I bought it for 5 dollars on sale. Refunded. Tons of fun. Developer is
friendly and the Discord is active with lots of nice people. Sound design, weapon design, and map design are all fun and provide
nice variety while maintaining the "one shot one kill" mentality that makes this game so intense. The sliding and jumping are
also very well executed and overall the game is very responsive. The simple art style focuses you on improving your skill and its
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got a nice aesthetic. For the price, its definitely worth buying.. I only played for 22 minutes and the game could be something if
the devs worked real hard on the game for @ least 6 month. Frame drops on menu, when shooting robots and some areas of
map. There isn't much to the map or game it just looks like they through something togethor in a few months. I don't
recommend right now, so refunding.. Yesterday, I purchased this game on a whim; I have not been disappointed since.

Upon installing Galactic Arms Race, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect; the streamlined menu and 'options' were convincing
enough, but I've been fooled before. A few seconds into viewing my future crush, I thought to myself, "This game is gorgeous
and intelligent. If I was considerably younger, I would date this game."
While I've only known Galactic Arms Race for a few hours, I feel it necessary to opine:

-Responsive controls
-Smooth graphics when turning and strafing (even my old machine doesn't "clip")
-Cost-effective
-Gorgeous colors
-Low\/undedicated playerbase at 1AM\/during my vacation\/non-working days

Tl;dr......BEAUTIFUL AND EXCELLENT GAME. I've really enjoyed this rougelike. Most of my playtime is on the Android
version, but the Steam version (I played on Linux) is just as good. (I had a couple of issues with sound on 1.6.0, but that's all.)

There's an extra element of resource management (with weapon ammunition at least) compared to what I'm used to with my
limited rougelike experience, and it works pretty well; it encourages you to be consious about what you're using according to the
situation. I have moments where I just run around blasting enemies, and moments where I have to stop and think my way out of
a tight spot. It's pretty rewarding, and it keeps me coming back (even though I've yet to beat the game).

If you're on the fence, maybe wait for a sale, but otherwise I think this is worth the $10 asking price.. A fun little diversion with
a lot of excellent ideas that are used sparingly. With just 12 missions, it didn't take long to complete everything, including the
optional bonuses.

It's very easy, but it also features some great pathfinding, partner and enemy AI for such a small project.

The low-key piano music is a bit odd at first, but helps create the slow pace that the game moves at. Despite being slow, it can
also be frantic in a couple of the later levels, with Mission 8 being a particular stand-out for 'traditional' top-down arena shooting
craziness.

Could've done with controller support and quite a lot more content. Maybe an 'endless' arcade mode, or something. But what IS
here is pretty good, all in all.
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Weird, but I liked this game...hmmm...game on training wheels. The point is you fix up 30 or so gardens save the cash and make
your own pretty in the meantime. There is always a best way to fix up each board and no real way to loose.

Good to play with half a brain when you are doing something else like listening to podcasts or reading blogs.

Don't expect a good story as the ending throws away any "tension" in a non-sensical finish.. Unfortunately this game was a
strong let down. The concepts and feelings in the game accelerated far too quickly, and even if the game is supposed to be
extended it shouldn't have been released until it had those scenes. There were no clear transitions, the zoom feature only worked
once in the entire game, and there is only twoways to affect the outcome. The charecters are difficult to enjoy and frankly are
incredibly one sided. perhaps scenery could have extended this but it was so blurry objects were often indistinguishable from
their enviornment.

Also the whole First person to third person, to cinematic view points just made it seem like a gimmick. I feel that it's a start, but
definitely not something i would recommend until its gone through intense polishing.. its good
. This game is still early in development, and as such I recommend this game with caveats.

 In Left Hand Path, the player navigates a dark, foreboding realm casting spells and discovering the world. In particular, the
spellcasting system is a delight to use, and prompted me to buy it in the first place. By holding the trigger on your off hand, your
in-game finger leaves a trail of wispy light, which you can use to draw out runes in the air. These runes will cast spells, varying
from bolts of colorful energy to conjuring flame, and even complex rune rituals which require drawing different runes in
different compass directions. I would play a game just for these mechanics, and they're done well here.

On the whole, the mechanics of spellcasting are combined with a more challenge-oriented combat system, and shadowy,
meancing world. A concise summary of Left Hand Path is basically three words: "Dark Souls VR." This is a game that does not
shy away from killing the player. It is most rewarding to those who are patient, careful, and plan ahead. Many first encounters
will undoubtedly prove lethal, and death will be a familiar friend to those who forge their way through the 2-3 hours of content.

VR brings the punishing difficulty and survival horror tension to a whole new level. I legitimately jumped when I met my first
few enemies, and jumped again when enemies I thought I had seen before turned out to be new, faster versions of themselves.
In a room with four torches to light, I found myself terrified of lighting all four torches, since everyone knows lighting all four
torches means something's about to happen, and in Left Hand Path, "something" is frequently "monsters." The game's
teleportation mechanic has a cooldown between movements, so even though I could blink across a room at any moment, I
practically felt like a character in a horror movie trying to start their car as the shambling horrors approached. I like feeling
scared, and I really like how well Left Hand Path scared me.

So! Should you, proud fellow Vive owner, purchase this game? Depending on who you are, my answer is "Yes" or "Yes, but
later." I'll explain.

Are you a Dark Souls fan? Does dying early and often please you? Do you memorize attack patterns, enemy locations, and plan
out each encounter, including escape plans if things don't work quite right? Is a game too easy if it's not trying to rip your face
off and ridicule your inexperience? Then Left-Hand Path is for you. Even in its early access form it's packing enough combat
and enough exploration to be worth $15.00. The VR experience transforms deadly combat with enormous enemies into spine-
chilling encounters with monsters your eyes are convinced are inches away. And the developer is working hard to make the
game fairer, so each death feels warranted, and each kill feels earned. It's a great game now, and I expect it to be a fantastic
game soon.

Are you more of a Vanishing Realms fan? Do you like exploration, fantasy magic, and adventure? Does reading intricate lore
and learning to cast new spells motivate your every move? If so, this game has what you're looking for, but you may need to
develop some fierce VR spellcasting skills to get to them. If you're not frustrated by trial-and-error style progression, where
knowing isn't half, it's pretty much all the battle, the world of Left Hand Path is a fascinating and enjoyable romp. As more
content is added and death feels fairer, I think this game will go from being "fun, but hard" to "fun and hard."

I can't predict the future, of course. This game will feel a little rough around the edges, particularly in the way items are picked
up and the experience between play (menus, death) are handled, but the core gameplay is fun. Drawing spells in the air feels
glorious. And in my opinion, the game is only going to get better.. Silly Lemmings-style "reach the exit" puzzle game. Gets
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pretty challenging in later stages. Nothing to write home about for three bucks, worth it.. This game is fantastic. Using head to
control is precise and comfortable. Very addictive, and I played for close to an hour without realizing how time passes. For
oculus users, make sure you get the "oculus beta support" ( download from Properties ) or you will get a black screen. The best
of all the 3D breakout type of games. Get the game before the sale ends on July 5!. At the time of writing this, I have completed
the 2 available worlds in normal mode (a total of 52 levels).

Robbie Swifthand is a highly entertaining platformer. Very tough, but never unfair.

Gameplay follows a 3-step formula:
 1) get the orb, 2) throw it in the portal, 3) exit through the gate. This mechanic is expanded upon very creatively throughout the
course of the game.

The level design is very entertaining and it creates a comical dialogue between the designer and the player. You might be
tempted to blame the controls while raging after dying multiple times (which will happen a lot), but they are in fact very tight.

The graphics are beautiful and atmospheric and the music and sound are superb, creating a very immersive environment.

For the truly courageous, there is also a Hell mode which is exactly what its name implies...

If you enjoy hard puzzle platformers, then I can't recommend this enough!. Yeah, I've played less of this than probably any of
the three games.

See my review of the first game. All of them are the same.

This is an average as hell top down shooter. It's extremely average in every way. You could also call it "follow the waypoints"
simulator.

I also just noticed, all these games released the same year...

They pumped out all three of these games as soon as they could.

Steer clear.. 5\/10 Not the best by far, but not the worst solitaire game either. Wait for a sale, is my advise, and only get this if
you've played just about all the other solitaire games out there.

I suspect this was made longer ago than other solitaire games. It feels more bare bones than others. And the number of cards you
get on some levels is off. For instance, you need to uncover a hammer to turn over cards with stone on them but I kept clicking
and clicking on the deck and not getting the card I needed. Now there are wild cards you can use. They are numbered and one
time use. So you could use one of those if you have the one you need to continue. And in the store you can buy a random wild
card. That was the first red flag that popped up in my head. Hmm....this might be one of those game that was phone\/tablet
game with in-app purchases and they want you to buy more wild cards. On Steam this cannot be done so we are stuck with the
way it is. YOu'll have to do some grinding to build up your wild card deck and money to buy special help items. That's another
red flag, becauase I did not gain enough money to buy all the help items! That is the first time that's happened to me in a
solitaire game. Usually by the last level one has already bought them all.

Graphics look older and are just ok. Nothing special.

Sound: I don't know because I turned it off to listen to my own music while playing.

Final thoughts: Since Steam only has a yes\/no review system I'm giving it a tentative yes. I only give "NO"s to really, really bad
games. This one is just for solitaire fanatics who have played everything else and need something new to play. Not the best by
far. But not really the worst. I've seen one that is blatantly skewed to in-app purchases and they didn't change it for Steam. This
one isn't as bad as that, just middle of the pack (heh, heh, nice pun, eh? pack?). Awesome Stealth game set in WW2. Good for
players who like HITMAN games. Maybe this game is little bit harder, in missions and also in controls. But u will get use to it
very quickly. Thispart is way better then first part of this game. Which was little bit too much quiet. This game is more action
then first one. Anyway for me another Awesome Stealth game.
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